






Even though it's just metres above the busy corner 

of Flinders and Elizabeth streets, it's eerie up here in the 

Flinders Street Station clocktower. The pigeons were cleared 

out a few years ago so everything is fairly clean and quiet: 

all you can hear is the beat of the clock's mechanism, 

punctuated by tram rumblings and the faint sound of 

car horns. Light filters through the four clock faces and, 

in one corner, a near-overflowing bucket collects drips 

from a leak in the ceiling. 

It has been an effort to get here: along a corridor that 

stretches over a city block, past a steel gate, up three flights 

of stairs and two ladders and finally through a wooden 

trapdoor. Above us is a small room with French doors that 

open out onto tiny balconies. The city's New Year's Eve 

fireworks must look spectacular from here but the only 

permanent resident is a VicRoads traffic camera that is aimed 

down Elizabeth Street. Ladders lead to two more levels: a 

small room with windows and, above that. a little domed loft. 

Spreading underneath us are five floors of empty offices 

and the famously vacant ballroom. While much of the old 

building houses Connex offices, about a third of it languishes 

unused in a dishevelled limbo: paint peels from walls, leaks 

have worn rusty gashes in the ornate pressed tin ceilings 

and floors are carpeted in dust and scraps of old newspaper. 

Since the 1980s, a string of plans has been mooted to 

redevelop the unused part of the station: to use the space 

for a sports club or community groups; as an artistic cafe 

complex "reminiscent of turn-of-the-century Paris"; for a 

boutique hotel, restaurants and bars; for a dance studio; 

and even as an Australian rock'n'roll hall of fame. In 2005, 

the Committee for Melbourne presented the building's 

owner, the State Government. with three,options: to use it for 

non-profit community and environmental organisations; for 

emerging businesses in creative industries; or as a centre for 

visual and performing arts. None of the ideas came to fruition. 

But with the centenary anniversary of the building's ➔ 
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theclocktower 
Previous page Flinders 

Street Station's clocktower 

rises above Elizabeth 

Street. Inside, the clock sits 

in a square whitewashed 

room measuring about 

five by five metres. Each 

of the four clock faces is 

set in bluestone and has 

12 fluorescent lights in a 

frame that illuminates them 

at night. At 3.4 metres in 

diameter, the clock faces 

are about half the size of 

Big Ben's, in London. 

thebuilding 
Above While much of the 

building houses Connex 

offices, vast areas are 

derelict. On the right 

of the picture, at the 

Elizabeth Street end, is the 

clocktower; to the left, at 

the Swanston Street corner, 

is the dome, the interior of 

which is pictured at rigt:it. 

theclock 
mechanism 
Left Keeper of the clock 

Kent Hansen checks this 

mechanism once a month 

and maintains the gears 

with a squirt of oil. 

thesecretdoor 
Below left An external 

steel ladder from the roof 

of the station accesses 

the main dome on 

the corner of Swanston 

Street. You get in through 

a tiny waist-high, copper

clad door. Until a year ago 

the door was left open, 

providing an ideal roost for 

thousands of pigeons. 

thedome 
Right James Fawcett 

and HPC Ashworth's 

dome and clocktower 

design won them £500 in 

a worldwide competition 

awarded to them 1899. 

In a written report, the 

two Railways Department 

employees described 

their entry as "French 

Renaissance treated in a 

free manner". Graffiti is 

cut into the solid wooden 

beam that runs up into the 

small loft above the dome. 

"BS 20 1909" reads one 

carving. "R.S.C. 20.6.11" 

reads another. Writer Peter 

Barrett perches at the top 

of the ladder. 





theballroom 
The Victorian Railway 

Institute once held regular 

shindigs in the ballroom, 

such as "Saturday Dances 

for Lonely People". At 

one stage, it was used 

by a fencing club to train. 

Rooms in this western end 

of Flinders Street Station 

have served as a library, a 

creche and meeting places 

for community groups, 

such as the Chihuahua 

Club, Collingwood Cheer 

Squad and the Women's 

Action Committee. 

1910 completion rapidly approaching, it's an appropriate 

time to ask the question again: when will something happen 

at Flinders Street station, and what? The response from 

the Minister for Public Transport, Lynne Kosky, is this: the 

Government has so far invested $10 million in a "renewal 

program" that includes retail development on the station's 

Swanston Street concourse, waterproofing the roof and 

refurbishment of the Elizabeth Street and Degraves Street 

underpasses. As for the rest of the building, including the 

unused ballroom, Kosky says discussions "are continuing". 

So for the moment, we're free to wander about this strangely 

beautiful museum of decay. 

One of the few regular visitors to the clocktower is Kent 

Hansen, the 61-year-old "keeper of the clock", who winds the 

mechanism once a month. The clock, made in 1905, sits in 

a wooden box, with a series of gears and dhveshafts dutifully 

working the minute and hour hands. "I stick my fingers in 

to whiz it on a bit if it's too slow," says Hansen. "To get the 

right time I call 1194 on my mobile." Hansen also tends the 

computerised clock in the dome above the Swanston and 

Flinders Street corner. 

Construction of Flinders Sfreet Station began in 1900, 

although the site had been a railway station since 1854. 

According to Heritage Victoria, the building's "eclectic design" 

incorporates elements of French Renaissance architecture 

overlaid internally with Art Noveau, resulting in "a building 

with no direct comparison". 

For many years, the Victorian Railway Institute, a social club 

set up for rail workers in 1910 to curb trade union influence, 

used Flinders Street Station as its headquarters. In its heyday, 

workers and the public enjoyed a gymnasium, snooker tables, 

boarding rooms and a lecture hall-turned-dance hall in the 

1930s. Known as "the ballroom", the dance hall was a popular 

venue with dancers in the 1950s and '60s. It was closed in the 

'?Os and for a time was used by a fencing club. At one end 

of the ballroom is a kitchen with a derelict stove. One flight of 

narrow stairs leads up to a balcony where the band played; 

another leads to an octagonal room. 

At the other end of the building from the clocktower, we 

climb a four-metre ladder and swing open a small square 

door. Suddenly we're inside the dome and the interior is 

spectacular - wood, with pressed tin laid over rafters -: even 

if the smell of pigeon poo is overwhelming. A ladder leads 

to an octagonal loft where sunlight streams in through eight 

arched windows. One opens after a tentative jiggle with the 

latch. Fresh air and the sounds of the city rush in. 

Back on the street, it's exhilarating to look back at the 

building and know what hides inside. But it's such a waste 

that a space with so much potential has been out of reach to 

ordinary Melburnians for so long. (m) 







It's fair to say that King Street doesn't have a good 

reputation. There have been numerous ugly incidents in and 

around the city nightclub strip in recent years, most shockingly 

the shooting earlier this year that killed an innocent father-of

three and almost killed a visiting Dutch tourist. King Street has 

always been conservative Melbourne's alter ego, but in recent 

years it has evolved from being a precinct where mainstream 

nightclubs, dancing and music fuelled patrons' passions into 

something seedier, attracting known criminals, bikies, drug 

dealers and regular violent incidents. 

There are now six venues offering varying degrees of 

stripping and erotic dancing for men and women, with the 

boldest verging on the outright gynaecological. Even the 

veteran four-level nightclub Inflation runs male strip shows for 

its female clientele on Saturday nights. According to Region 

One Superintendent Stephen Leane - the police officer in 

charge of the area - King Street is not, day-to-day, as bad 

as its public image, but he admits there are ongoing issues 

with public order, especially on Friday and Saturday nights 

when as many as 250,000 people come into town looking 

for entertainment. Authorities have tried keeping a lid on 

problems by working with venue managers and installing 

security cameras and better lighting in the street; meanwhile 

the recent rise in assaults in the city has prompted police 

and the Government to target strips with multiple venues 

- particularly King Street - and in August the Government 

announced it would introduce laws to give police powers to 

ban repeat offenders from the area. So what does go on over 

the course of a typical night on King Street? We visited every 

nightclub, strip joint and bar to find out. 

Men's Gallery, corner Lonsdale and King streets 

A large door leads from the reception area into a gloomy, 

almost empty room lit on one side by a long bar and in 
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other places by red neon with a few disco balls glinting 

occasionally. A blonde, bikini-clad dancer lies on stage, 

languidly opening and closing her legs for a man sitting 

directly in front of her - the only customer in the club. The 

room has low ceilings, sticky carpet and pictures of nudes 

straddling motorcycles on the walls. The waitress behind 

the bar explains that the upstairs section opens later in the 

evening, when most of the patrons will start arriving, after 

9pm. She says the girls are not paid by the club to dance on 

the stage and make all their money from "private dances", 

held in corners and separate annexes around the venue. 

Twenty dollars will buy a one-song private dance (about 

five minutes) and $50 will get you three (about 15 minutes). 

Despite the lack of customers here at the moment, the 

waitress says the dancers working on days like these usually 

do "very well" - when the club is quieter they can "use their 

personality" to sell more private dances. As we leave, another 

middle-aged man enters, alone. 

Goldfingers, comer Lonsdale and King streets 

A set of plush, carpeted stairs with brass rails leads up into 

a vast venue with multiple dimly lit rooms. In one of the two 

main bar areas, two men in suits drink beer over a game 

of pool. Behind them, television screens advertise private 

lap-dancing rates ($20 a song seems to be an industry 

standard). Semi-pornographic "arty" plaster mouldings 

done in Greek or Egyptian style decorate the walls. It is still 

early and the stage at the other end of this room, which 

has three poles fixed into the ceiling, is empty. In the main 

room, there is a bar down one side and a large stage at 

'·: the end, occupied by a dancer in a bikini. Some 25 men sit 

in the shadows, mostly alone, nursing beers and uniformly 

staring at the dancer even though she is barely going 

through the motions. Of her audience, the most voluble are 

a group of young men sitting in the chairs directly below 

the stage, known as the tipping chairs (it is strip club 

convention that patrons must tip the dancers to sit here). 

The men are wearing soccer shirts and appear to be on an 

end-of-year celebration. At the back of the room is a door 

to a semi-private area where strippers take their clients for 

private dances - from the main room it is just possible to 

see a balding, older man receiving a private dance from a 

woman who slowly strips down to bare flesh while he sits 

impassively. One by one the soccer boys, too, are taken into 

the private area by the club's strippers. One of them returns 

to his friends and raises both arms in the air as if he's just 

kicked a goal. 

The Colonial Hotel, comer Lonsdale and King streets 

A regular nightclub. Exterior bluestone walls give way inside 

to brick arches, exposed disco lights and a Perrier Jouet

branded mirror hanging along one wall - a classy touch, 

perhaps. The rustic, timber dance floor is busy at lunchtime 

with office celebrations and businessmen tucking into T-bone 

steaks. Television screens play American soap operas during 

the day. A spiral staircase leads to a balcony area with 

another bar, more dining and stained-glass windows. Above 

are two more bars with karaoke on Friday nights (the venue 

has a capacity of about 1400 people). Smokers spill out 

into the bluestone alley behind and on Saturday night the 

footpath is clogged with young people queuing to get in and 

waiting for taxis at the nearby rank. 

Dallas Dancers Bar, 189 King Street (downstairs) 

A single-room bar at street-level. The air is spiked with 

the smell of vomit. Most of the patrons look very young 

and a group of inebriated girls jump up and down on the 

slightly raised dance floor to Justin Timberlake's Sexy Back. ➔ 



A jumble of worn couches and chairs are randomly arranged 

on a timber floor in front of the stage; a Daytona video game 

sits unplugged next to a cigarette vending machine. 

Dallas Dancers, 189 King Street (upstairs) 

Another strip club, at the top of a steep set of stairs. It's a 

large room with mirrors on the walls and a bar in one corner. 

It's busy, mostly with men but there are a few couples. 

There are four, single-pole, podium-style stages - each 

surrounded by the now-familiar egg-cup-like vinyl seats 

- but only one podium is in use. Here a dancer with long 

brown hair, dressed in a green bikini is crouched on all fours, 

slowly wiggling her bottom. An announcer interrupts the rock 

soundtrack and says, "Get ready, folks, it's show time!" The 

lights dim a little and a blonde dancer dressed in a white 

tutu, silver top and high heels, arrives in a spotlight on the 

main stage. She is bent, doubled over, assuming a wind-up

doll-like pose. "Give a big hand for our very own living doll, 

Mackenzie!" shouts the man and a heavy bass beat starts, 

accompanied by a wind-up, clockwork motif as the dancer 

"comes to life", arms jerking mechanically in "living doll" 

fashion. A genuine stripper, in that she actually sheds pieces 

of clothing, "Mackenzie" works through an athletic routine 

to a medley of rock music including Annie Lennox's Sweet 
Dreams (Are Made of These). She ends the routine, now 

completely naked, with a series of impressive mid-air leaps 

and aerial splits. 

Exchange Hotel, 120 King Street (comer Little Collins) 

The security man asks for drivers' liceric.es, which he swipes 

through a black machine "in case there's any trouble". It's 

"Bosnian night" and the cover charge is $15. The timber

floored room is divided roughly in two by tall, T-shirt-wearing 

young men (at the bar) and immaculately-dressed women 
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(on the dance floor). Disco lights flash and pulse in time with surrounded by banks of television screens tuned to sports 

the music. and music video programmes. Exposed rafters lend a slightly 

barn-like atmosphere to the place and two pole podiums 

Inflation, 60 King Street 

The rooftop tent is the only part of the venue open this 

particular night (there are three other levels) and female 

customers dominate, with large groups seated at long 

wooden and steel tables leading towards a raised dance 

stage at the back. Bon Jovi's Living On A Prayer segues into 

You Give Love A Bad Name, as 25 girls dance. A bar at the 

back is clogged with people taking advantage of the gas 

heaters and at least four "hens" can be spotted in the crowd, 

distinguished by their lacy headgear. It turns out this is the 

tail-end of a night called Mandate Male Revue, a male strip 

show. After a few bars of Survivor's Eye Of The Tiger three 

young men - apparently not part of the hired entertainment 

- venture on stage, one still carrying a beer. Several girls 

take this as their cue to leave. 

Showgirls Bar 20, 46 King Street 

A roped-off square of red carpet marks the entrance to a 

bluestone building lit by the neon "Showgirls" sign overhead. 

Past an elaborate golden goddess statue in the corner, a 

girl in a booth takes $15 for entry and stamps wrists with a 

red star. Direi;;tly opposite her is a doorway marked THE RED 

ROOM. In here, a dancer in a white bikini is dancing slowly 

on a low podium. Behind her, three completely naked women 

are visible, sprawled over a man on his buck's night, tying his 

hands together with a white rope. His male companions are 

laughing. 

Stairs lead up to a muc~· larger room that is filled with 

mostly young men, dressed casually in T-shirts, soccer 

tops and jeans. Mirrors are everywhere, making it difficult 

to judge how big the space is. At one end, there is a bar 

are surrounded by men seated in individual armchairs and 

stuffed couches. To one side of the larger stage is a series 

of screened-off rooms for private dancing. Three young 

men seated around the stage talk to a dark-haired woman 

lounging in a bikini in front of them. She turns around and 

ushers two other dancers over. The three begin stripping for 

the men, taking off their tops and then lap dancing on each 

of them. At one point the first woman removes her G-string, 

wraps her thighs around the head of one of her clients and 

bucks violently with her hips, seven or eight times in quick 

succession. With each thrust, the man's neck can be seen 

jerking back in an alarming manner. Dedicated customers 

can buy special $2 tipping notes to tuck into the dancers' 

underwear and G-strings ($20) in black or white, with "stolen 

from Bar 20" printed on them. 

Centrefold Lounge, 22 King Street 

A blonde woman, completely naked, is sitting on a man 

seated at a small podium stage near the entrance. She 

is half on the stage, half on him, at times allowing him to 

nuzzle his head into her chest. It is very dark but coloured 

lights in red, purple and green illuminate dancers in a room 

decorated with ornate Ionic plaster columns and an oversized 

chandelier. There is a sunken bar in the middle and beyond 

that is the main stage, which is horseshoe-shaped and has 

three poles for dancing. Eight men and two female patrons 

are sitting around the main stage while three dancers in 

very brief bikinis perform to moderately loud house and R&B 

music. On the mezzanine level is another bar and at the King 

Street end is a semi-screened room where two men can 

be seen having separate lap dances. On the main stage, ➔ 



a man gives one of the dancers some money. She takes off her top and rests her breasts on 

his face. Then she spends a while on all fours showing another man her behind. A dancer 

dressed in clear plastic heels and black lingerie climbs to the top of one of the poles, grips 

it with her legs, arches her back and hangs upside down for a moment, before sliding down 

headfirst and dramatically coming to a stop only centimetres from the stage. 

Tramp, 14 King Street (basement) 

It is easy to mistake the entrance of this basement dance club with Barcode, a different sports 

bar upstairs that is shut due to alleged breaches of its liquor licence. At Tramp, it's almost 

2am and the long, concrete floor is almost deserted. An owl feeds its young on a nature 

documentary playing behind the long bar and glass cases are filled with expensive-looking 

cognacs and brandy. Industrial-sized fans are fixed to the corners of the room while a DJ at the 

front plays ambient techno. A waitress behind the bar explains that most of the club's clientele 

are people in the hospitality industry, who come in after 3am to wind down after work . 

Spearmint Rhino, 14 King Street 

A queue about five deep on King Street witnesses a large man with a goatee having a 

heated conversation on his mobile phone. "You just don't fucking look after me!" he shouts as 

he drops the phone in a rage, picks it up again and then storms back into Spearmint Rhino. 

Leopard print carpet leads up a flight of stairs surrounded on both sides by photographic 

portraits of girls in ornate gold frames. The leopard-print theme continues into the main 

room, which is filled with a slightly unnatural, fragrant aroma. Th"e room is packed - mostly 

men in suits. Heavy rock plays loudly. Several security staff are visibly placed around the 

venue, which comprises a stage on one side and steps leading up to a bar. A private party is 

perched to one side on the upper deck, where waitresses in fishnet stockings and detachable 
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cuffs serve drinks. On the main podium, a dancer finishes her routine to Rage Against The 

Machine's Killing in the Name and a man looking through a little window nearby talks almost 

indecipherably into a microphone. At the end of the show, the announcer appears with a 

mop, which he vigorously applies to the stage. 

The Waterside Hotel, comer King and Flinders streets 

Despite no queue, there is a bouncer in the alley (Mercantile Place) assessing people before 

they can proceed. Up the fire-escape stairs is the Waterside's rooftop venue, the Deck, which 

has a vaguely Moroccan feel with ornate lamps and a billowing, tent-like ceiling. 

Red Moon, level 1, Insignia, comer Flinders and King streets 

Security staff make sure patrons are aware that they are about to enter a "death metal" club 

and that there is a cover charge ($10). A shard-like, steel-clad bar is in the centre, decorated 

by two medieval axes and a gimp mask. The bar overlooks an empty dance floor and behind 

it is the DJ-booth - a pulpit-like structure raised two metres off the ground in the same 

textured steel as the bar. Between songs, the young DJ does tentative back-announcing, 

emphasising some words with a guttural roar. 

A man dressed in black army pants and heavy-metal T-shirt walks to the centre of the 

dance floor and begins to slam his head from side to side; his arms stay on his hips and 

his feet are firmly planted, knees slightly bent. He continues slamming for the duration of 

the song. Outside, clubbers are walking around looking for taxis, the Nightrider bus or another 

venue. At the corner of Highlander Lane, a young man wearing a white tracksuit approaches. 

As he turns the corner into the alley, he pulls out a small black handgun and tucks it into 

the back of his pants - a sight that might cause quite a shock anywhere else in Melbourne, 

but this is King Street, after all. (m) 
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